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Many thanks to fruitful discussions with OP, ABT, and APB  colleagues

and the help of the LHC OP Software team to extract the data
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An injection story

Correct 

Beam is 

not Ready

Setup in SPS

Steering or 

Not Steering

Why is the beam not injected ?

?

Injection of trains
Dump with the 

last injection

At this point Louise feels depressed 

and try to find a place as far away as 

possible from protons

BQMSIS for LHC or SPSCBCMSequencerBICs for LHC or SPS
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Why is Injection so special ?

 If we ask Louise

 She will probably emphasize on the 

communication 

 If we ask Jean Paul

 He will probably  emphasize on the interlocks 

complexity

 and both will agree

 On the importance of the measurements
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LHC Operational cycle
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Injection Zoom

Setup
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Injection Times

Waiting duration Measurement duration Filling duration

Time in min 2015 2016 2017 Results

Waiting duration 5.01 4.51 4.39

Measurement duration 10.70 10.53 10.33

Filling duration 34.91 36.74 33.99
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Waiting duration statistics

 Most of the time, LHC 

and injectors are ready 

at the same time

 Difficult to find a clear 

border

 Each case is different

?

This is the stage where we can gain time but we would 

need a good way to track who is waiting for whom

This the time where Jean Paul and Louise after a rampdown
or a precycle are ready to inject fresh beam

Median 4.39 min

Average 9.84 min 
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From pilot to first nominal

Measurement time
 This the time where Jean Paul and Louise measure and correct 

orbit, tune, chromaticity and coupling and injection phase

 This year, a new tool was 

deployed to correct the 

coupling using the damper

 Lengthy process (~5 minutes 

computation time)

 Little time added because we 

can measure chromaticity 

during the computing time

 Do we need to correct coupling 

for each cycle ?

 Could we use the BBQ to 

decide if to measure and 

correct ?
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Measurement duration statistics

 Measurement duration 

shows a good 

reproducibility

 Sometimes a bit longer 

when we do the 

measurement while SPS is 

not yet fully ready

Median 4.39 min

Average 9.84 min 
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Filling Time

 This year a first version of 

a tool was put in 

production to ease the 

diagnostic from the CCC

 It is still in development

 It stores each injection 

attempt in a database for 

statistics

 This the time where Jean Paul and Louise inject trains in the 

machine
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Filling duration statistics

 It is more difficult to have 

a clear tendency on the 

filling duration

 It depends heavily on the 

filling scheme

 It depends on the number 

of bunches per injection

 It depends on the beam 

quality from the injectors

 This is why the filling 

diagnostic database is 

useful

Median 33.99 min

Average 34.85 min 
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From Mirko’s presentation

Median 0:39:00

Average 0:58:09

StDev 0:59:08

Min 0:24:44

Max 7:05:53



Filling diagnostic results
 Data covers from 27/10 to end of run

 Statistics made over ~3450 injection attempts
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Reasons for failed injection 

attempts
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If we scale this to the year …

 Tracked attempts: 3450 of which 29.6 % failed : 1021 failed

 An average SPS super cycle of 1 minute: 1021 minutes lost

 17.01 hours lost for 3450 injection attempts

 All injection events in 2017: 25060

 5.15 days lost  (Very raw approximation)

 This sort of fault is not recorded in the logbook because 

most probably next attempt solves the problem
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Dump during injection

 Despite of the increase of dumps at high intensity due 

to beam losses, we maintain the dump at injection at 

reasonable level

 The ‘grufalo’ in 16L2 was quiet at injection (only 2 

dumps)

2015 2016 2017

Number of Dumps at injection with pm 547 319 268

All high intensity dumps (>1e13) 296 263 369

High intensity dumps at injection 134 (45.3%) 69 (26.2%) 61 (16.6%)

Same excluding scrubbing run 116 (45.3%) 64 (25.2%) 35 (10.7%)

 This is the worst scenario when Jean Paul and Louise have to 

refill the machine again (and the biggest lost of time)
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Comparison 2015-2016
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Comparison 2015-2017
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Improvements of the year
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 Transfer lines

 IQC

 Instability and blow up at injection

 Reduced electron cloud

 Less limitations than previous years

MKI Vacuum

 SPS dump

 Big improvement from injector downtime 

 From 360.4 h to 140.2 h

 Also for setup time

 From to 47.34 h to 15.53 h

'15:53:00'



Next year(s)

Ongoing

 Injection Diagnostic

 Kickers

 Bic

 Coupling Measurement 

 Time reduction for 

analysis

 Diagnostic from the 

timing system (CBCM)

New ideas from discussion

 Reconsider tolerances for

 Tune, Chroma, Coupling, 

injection phase

 SPS BQM

 BQM PS

 Regular reflections and 

metrics to qualify injection 

process over the year

 Ramp down warning

 Stand up meeting

 If we want to gain the battle against the lost time at injection, we 

will have to really prepare for fighting and find creative ideas

Still missing
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Happy Louise & Jean Paul
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Conclusion
 Beam injection process is where we could still find optimization but 

it will be a real fight (natural improvement is not sufficient)

 Because of the human factor (Not only sequence-driven) 

 In communication, in measurement, …

 Because of the interlock complexity

 Better diagnostic, more anticipation

 Because it implies all the actor of the CCC

 Need to find correct metrics to identify the bottlenecks

 Nevertheless 2017 was a good year for time spent at injection

 Mainly due to external factors (8b4e beams and SPS dump repair)

 New tools put in place that still needs operational validation

 Injection was in the shadow of other problems
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Filling scheme used 

Filling scheme 2017

25ns_1868b_1866_1089_1749_128bpi_17i8b4e 52

25ns_2556b_2544_2215_2332_144bpi_20inj 32

25ns_1916b_1909_1042_1560_112bpi_20i8b4e 27

25ns_1740b_1728_1570_1636_96bpi_21inj 11

25ns_2460b_2448_2052_2154_144bpi_19inj 7

Total number of different filling scheme 54

 Fewer injections minimize the injection time

 Gain in 2017 with repaired SPS dump (up to 
144 bpi)

Filling scheme 2016

25ns_2220b_2208_1940_2036_96bpi_24inj 57

25ns_2040b_2028_1697_1712_72bpi_30inj 20

25ns_2076b_2064_1692_1765_96bpi_23inj 20

25ns_2076b_2064_1717_1767_96bpi_23inj 13

100_200ns_540Pb_684p_513_224_162_20inj 10

Total number of different filling scheme 51

 As we have seen in the statistics, the filling time depends 

mostly of the number of injection needed to fill the machine
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